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Contrast media: 
          Because soft-tissues(muscles,blood vessels,organs),appear 

approximately the same on a radiograph,we often need to distinguish 

between these structures &their surroundings. 

          Contrast media,could be: 

:density contrast agents that are injected intravenously(i.v.)-high1) 

          to enhance organs and other soft-tissues..their enhancement 

enables the viewer to detect subtle differences between normal 

&abnormal soft-tissues..and between the organ(e.g. artery or vein)and 

the surrounding  soft-tissues. 

contrst media that are given into a fistula tract or an external canal 2)

.(e.g. sialogram) 

:gastrointestinal tract(GIT)contrast media3) 

           barium sulfate suspension is usually used..introduced into the 

GIT,either by oral ingestion(upper GIT),or as an enema(barium enema). 

Excretory urogram(EU): 
          Often its necessary to visualize the urinary tract(EU)when seeking 

for a wide variety of pathological conditions & when seeking anatomic 

&physiological informations..this study uses i.v. injected high &low-

osmolar iodinated compounds that are excreted by the kidneys…the same 

compounds are used for angiography,arthrography(e.g.TMJ),and 

computed tomography(CT).. 

Angiography: 
          Is the injection of contrast media directly into a vein or artery via a 

needle and/or catheter… 

:Sialogram 
           radiographic technique,wherein a radiopaque (lipid-soluble or 

non-lipid soluble)is infused into the ductal system of a salivary gland 

before imaging with plain films,fluoroscopy,panoramic radiography,CT 

..sialogram is the most-detailed way to image the ductal system..usually 

the parotid &submandibular glands(SMG)are studied in sialogram…the 

sublingual glands are difficult to infuse intentionally,but may be opacified 

while infusing Wharton duct to image the SMG.   
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A preliminary survey or scout film is usually made before contrast 

infusion into the ducts as an aid in verifying the optimal exposure factors 

and patient positioning&to detect radiopaque sialolith…  

         with this technique a lacrimal or periodontal probe is used to dilate 

the sphincter at the ductal orifice before the passage of a cannula 

connected by extension tubing to a syringe containing  1.5-2 cc contrast 

render the ductal system radiopaque iodine containg agents agent…the 

and appear as (tree limbs) 
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RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING (Nuclear Medicine): 

The radioactive isotopes used in diagnostic imaging emit gamma rays as 

they decay.Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiation ,similar to x-

ray,produced by radioactive decay of the nucleus.Many naturally-

occuring radioactive isotopes,e.g.uranium-235..have their half lives of 

hundareds of years and are,therefore,unsuitable for diagnostic 

imaging.the radio-isotopes used in medical diagnosis are artificially 

produced and most have short half life(few hours or days) ..to keep the 

radiation dose to the patient to a minimum,the smallest possible dose of a 

short half-life should be used&also should have no undesirable 

biological effect and rapidly excreted from the body following 

administration..the radionuclide most commonly used is technetium-

99m.its readily-prepared,has a short half-life of 6 hours and emit gamma 

radiation of suitable easily-detectable energy...other radionuclide used in 

medicine,include gallium-67,thallium-201,……….. 

Technetium-99 m can be used in ionic form(pertechnetate)for brain,thyroid 

and vascular imaging..  

          Various organs &organ systems can be imaged by administering 

small amount of radionuclide tagged to compounds that are selectively 

taken up by a target organ or system such as the heart,lungs,or bones. 

The radioactive emissions from the radionuclides are detected and 

recorded by a special camera(gamma camera)with a sodium iodide 

crystal,and this informations are converted to a diagnostic image.. 

          Radionuclide:unstable nuclei,having a neutron excess or 

deficit,are radioactive and transform spontaneously(or decay)until they 

become stable nuclei,with the emission of any combination of alpha,beta 

and gamma radiation.. Radionuclide,could be either: 

1)long- lived(natrurally-occuring)…e.g.uranium..not used in medical imaging. 
2)Artificially-made radionuclide..e.g.technetium 99(  Tc)..iodine 131(  I )  

,thalium 201(  Th)………….. 

           Radionuclides  can be introduced into the body in several different 

ways,the most common mode is by i.v. route(through peripheral vein)… 

Side effect of radionuclide administration for diagnostic imaging are 

extremely-rare.in addition the adverse reaction from radiation exposure 

received by the patient or technologist is so small (has not been measured 

to date)… 

         Gamma ray imaging systems are used to detect the radiation 

emitted from the patient and to produce images that depict the regional 

(physiological map)distribution of the radiopharmaceutical within the 

body..commonly used is the gamma camera conventional or more 

recently the SPECT(Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) 
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&PET(Positron Emission Computed Tomography)…. SPECT involves 

the detection of gamma rays emitted singly (single photon) from 

radionuclides such as technetium-99m and thallium-201. 
PET uses the coincidence detection of two 511-keV annihilation photons 

from positron-emitting radionuclides, such as carbon-11, nitrogen-13, 

oxygen-15 and fluorine-18. 

        Photons emitted from the patient (gamma or x-rays)strike the 

sodium iodide crystyals in the gamma camera with the resulting light 

scintillation that are converted to  a digital signals…the digital 

information are stored in a computer and converted to computer screen 

or to a film.. 


